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From the Editor...
THE COMMONWEALTH’S GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
JACK WOODALL
Commonwealth Day is celebrated on the
second Monday in March each year, but
2009 is special because the modern
Commonwealth reaches its 60th birthday on 26th April (see opposite page).
“Commonwealth” means “common wellbeing”, referring to government for the
good of all the people rather than that
of any particular class. The Commonwealth currently has 53 member countries,
all former British colonies or dependencies
with English as their common language,
except for Mozambique. That country was
granted membership as a one-time-only
exception in recognition of its support
for Britain against the apartheid regimes
in South Africa and former Rhodesia,
now divided into the two countries
Zambia and Zimbabwe. The former British
protectorates in Arab countries (British
Somaliland, Egypt, Sudan, Aden, Transjordan, Palestine, Iraq, Kuwait, and the
Gulf states) never joined.
Rwanda, Algeria, Madagascar (all francophone), Sudan and Yemen have all applied
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at different times to join the Commonwealth, but have not been accepted. It
is not well known that France applied to
join the Commonwealth at the time of
the Suez Canal Crisis in 1956, believing
that such a bond would strengthen its
international position. After being rejected,
France signed the Treaty of Rome and
helped found the Common Market, which
turned into the European Union. How
different history would have been if it
had been accepted by Britain!
The largest Commonwealth country is
India, with 1.4 billion people, and the
smallest is the South Sea island nation
of Tuvalu (formerly part of the Gilbert &
Ellice Islands) with a population of only
12,000 (the Rocinha favela has at least
five times more inhabitants). The Queen
has visited all but one of those 53 countries during her long reign, the exception
being Cameroon – and she has become the
first monarch to circumnavigate the globe.
The Commonwealth promotes democracy,
human rights, the rule of law, gender and

racial equality, free trade, multilateralism
and world peace. Commonwealth countries
which have been suspended from membership due to serious and persistent
violations of these tenets have been
South Africa (readmitted in 1994 when
apartheid ended), Nigeria (readmitted in
1999), Zimbabwe (which then resigned
in 2003), Pakistan (readmitted in 2004)
and Fiji (still suspended because of the
2006 military coup).
The Commonwealth Games are held every
four years; the next will be in 2010 in
Delhi, India. England, Scotland, Wales,
Northern Ireland, Guernsey, Jersey and
the Isle of Man all send separate teams,
as do Norfolk Island, the Cook Islands
and Niue. Niue, aka The Rock, is a South
Pacific island associated with New
Zealand, population 1,444, which has
nation-wide free wireless internet and
is the current Oceania Cup rugby champion! The Commonwealth Youth Games
were held in 2008 in Pune, India, when
all 71 eligible countries participated.
Please raise your glasses at our
Commonwealth Celebration in the
Jubilee Hall at 7:30pm on Friday 13th
March – or wherever you may be if you
absolutely cannot join us there – in a
toast to “The Commonwealth at 60”!

The 9th March each year is Commonwealth Day, celebrated
as a public holiday in some Commonwealth countries. The
26th April 2009 marks the 60th anniversary of the
Declaration of London, when the modern Commonwealth
was born. What was the Declaration? What is its significance
and why are we celebrating?
BEFORE THE DECLARATION
The origins of the Commonwealth stretch back much further than 60 years, but 1949 marks the pivotal point at
which the Commonwealth’s colonial legacy was positively
transformed into a partnership based on equality, choice
and consensus. It was India’s desire to adopt a republican
form of constitution while simultaneously retaining its link
with the Commonwealth that prompted a radical reconsideration of the terms of association.
NO LONGER THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
In April 1949, Heads of State from Australia, Britain, Ceylon
(now Sri Lanka), India, New Zealand, Pakistan, South
Africa and the Canadian Secretary of State for External
Affairs met in London and deliberated over six days. The
outcome was the Declaration of London.
Their final communiqué was both innovative and bold in a
number of ways. It stated that King George VI would be
recognised as ‘the symbol’ of the Commonwealth association. Thus India could remove King George VI as head of
their state but recognise him as Head of the
Commonwealth. The Declaration also repeatedly emphasised the freedom and equality of its members -- not just in
their relationship to the Head of the Commonwealth -- as
not only a free association of independent nations, but also
in their cooperative pursuit of peace, liberty and progress.
It was at this juncture that the prefix British was dropped

from the title. When King George VI died, Queen Elizabeth
II assumed the role of Head of the Commonwealth.
After the end of World War II the Commonwealth became
the natural association of choice for many of the new
nations emerging out of decolonisation. Starting with
Ghana in 1957, the Commonwealth expanded rapidly with
new members from Africa, the Caribbean, the
Mediterranean and the Pacific.

60th Anniversary

Celebrating thecommonwealth@60

WHY ARE WE CELEBRATING?
The Commonwealth is now a unique association of 53 independent states consulting and co-operating in the common
interests of their peoples and in the promotion of international understanding. It comprises countries from all major
continents of the world, rich and poor, small and large. In the
60 years since the Declaration, the relevance and value of the
relationship has repeatedly been reaffirmed and consolidated.
The creation of the Commonwealth Secretariat in 1965, and
the ever expanding number of professional and advocacy
Commonwealth organizations, reflect this; but most significant
is the expansion of membership from 8 in 1949 to 53 in 2009.
A clear demonstration of how the scope of the Declaration
ensured that the Commonwealth retained a relevance to other
newly independent nations. It balanced modern realities with
the pragmatic and the positive, which is why 30% of the world’s
population have cause for celebration in 2009.
Nearly two billion people now live in the Commonwealth,
and half of these are under 25. The future of the
Commonwealth belongs with young people, and this is why
the Commonwealth theme for 2009 is ‘thecommonwealth@60:serving a new generation’.
[Source: Commonwealth Secretariat website
<www.thecommonwealth.org>]
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AroundRio

• The British Government announced in February this year that
following a review of visa requirements it will not be requiring
Brazilian visitors (tourists) to have
visas to enter Britain. VisitBritain, the
UK’s official tourism entity is
delighted and has just announced
the appointment of a new manager
for Latin America on the strength of
what it sees as excellent growth
perspectives in the coming years.
Robin Johnson will be arriving in São
Paulo in April to take up his post.
• Talking of tourist destinations, David,
Sue and Rachel Weller chose the
Falklands for their summer holiday trip
this year, and spent a fascinating couple
of weeks on the islands, visiting war
graves, communing with penguins LOTS of penguins - and other wildlife
there and in southern Chile. David found
his own personal dry cleaning service
whilst they were there!

Rachel Weller and the penguins

Vicar’s dry cleaning
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• Blogging… everybody’s doing it! Even
Alan Charlton, the UK’s new Ambassador to Brazil has got his own blog
<http://ukinbrazil.fco.gov.uk/resources/en/
gif/3719048/alan-charlton-blog>. For those
who don’t know, a blog “(short for
weblog)” is a “page” on the internet
which you can personalize and post
photographs, news and so on for
your friends to see. Quite useful for
families who live a long way from
each other and can in this way keep
track of grandchildren’s progress,
etc… Mr Charlton’s gives daily news
of his busy schedule and invites
comments and questions from
visitors, which is rather a nice way of
dispelling the perception that the
Brits are aloof and unapproachable.
• Rio is definitely on the concert tour
circuit – following in the footsteps of
Madonna, Elton John, Alanis Morissette
and others this year, we can look forward
to a glittering line-up in March: Simply
Red 6, Backstreet Boys 7, Keane 13, Iron
Maiden 14, Julio Iglésias 17, Radiohead
20, Liza Minelli 24, AHA 26, plus Kiss
and the B-52s in April. Something to suit
almost everyone’s taste.
• Actually, Iron Maiden’s dates seem
to coincide with those of the Duke
and Duchess of Cornwall, Charles
and Camilla. Don’t suppose their
diaries will be clashing though….
• The Ambulatório Praia do Pinto, or
APP as it is more commonly known, is open
as from 2nd March, 8-11am and 1-4pm
every week, for medical consultations.
They also sell layettes for newborn babies,
bridge and biriba scorers, cook books
(English and Portuguese) and of course
our well-known tapestries which can be
seen every Wednesday from 11:30-4pm,
when you choose from many beautiful
designs, or invent your own; you can even

order your own family Coat of Arms or
Crest! For further information please call
the APP - 2527 7715 or Audrey Mason,
MBE - 2535 0288.
• The Captain of HMS Manchester
hosted a lovely reception on board
just before Carnival, during its
stopover on the vessel’s way to the
Falklands. HMS Manchester is on a
seven-month tour of duty which
began by visiting Lisbon and the
Cape Verde Islands, and will take her
all the way up the west coast of South
America, stopping in Chile and Peru,
through the Panama Canal and on to
Cartagena, Colombia and Bermuda
before getting home next August.
Sounds like a luxury cruise, but
they’re a hardworking lot and it’s a
long time to be away from home.
HMS Manchester is a Type 42
Destroyer and will fulfill multiple
roles as she conducts operations
from South Georgia to Bermuda.
The Commanding Officer, Commander Paul Beattie, said: “HMS
Manchester is deploying to safeguard
British interests by conducting maritime
security and the deterrence of illegal
activity. Manchester and her ship’s
company are well trained, fully prepared
and capable to carry out this diverse
mission in a challenging environment.”
Read more on the ship’s website at
http://www.royalnavy.mod.uk/ser ver
/show/ConWebDoc.15024

HMS Manchester

BRITISH &
COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY
In an effort to provide more social
occasions for BCS members – and
those from our sister Societies – to
get together, we are trying to
organize something for each of the
non-holiday months this year.
Commonwealth Celebration
Since 9th March is Commonwealth
Day, and 2009 is the 60th Anniversary of the modern Commonwealth,
we are holding a Commonwealth
Celebration on Friday 13th March
from 19:30-22:00 in the Jubilee Hall,
at which the Guest of Honour will be
HMG Consul General Tim Flear,
and Commonwealth diplomats will
attend. The British School Steel
Band will play, and the Jubilee Hall
will be gay with flags.
Members: One raffle ticket @ R$10,00
Non-members: 2 raffle tickets @ R$10,00,
total R$20,00 each person
Dress: National dress (kilts, saris, Indian
jackets, safari suits, OR tropical shirts,
tropical dresses)
Come along to a multi-cultural event
and celebrate this great anniversary.
Reservations: bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br or
Tel: 2537 6695
The DIY Beatles Evening!!!
“It was 22 years ago today,” to
paraphrase Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band, that Sgt. Neville pushed
the band along to play. Never gone
out of style. Guaranteed to raise a
smile.
They need A Little Help from their
Friends, so we’d like to invite you all
to come along on Friday 3rd April at
8pm to the “cool” Jubilee Hall (now
air conditioned for your comfort!)
for an evening of Beatles Songs from
2 Bands, guest singers, harmonious
harmonies from Martin and his
choir, an audience singalong session
and a rousing finale.
To paraphrase John’s famous words
during a Royal Variety Performance
– “those of you over 64 in the front
can rattle your Zimmer frames & tap
your walking sticks.” You lot in the
middle can sing along (the words
will be on a screen!) & the kids at
the back – and anyone else in the
mood -- can Twist & Shout. Right,
roll up now! For a small charge of
R$20 including a raffle ticket for
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BCS members / R$25 for nonmembers, you can enjoy the show.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
The Valentine's Potluck Dinner was a
big success. We want to thank Caren
Addis and Antonio Botelho for
offering their home for this first time
event.
Jenee Slocum helped
organize it. We plan on doing it
again next year.
The Tex Mex dinner will be on St.
Patrick's Day, Tuesday 17th March.
Wear your cowboy boots or western
gear but if you don't have any, come
anyway. There will be all you can eat
Tex Mex food at Rota 66 and the
dinner includes caipirinhas and beer
as well as live music from the band
Arizona. Email Nancy for more info
at ncelentano@aol.com
Save the date of Saturday, 30th May
for Cajun Night. Find out more next
month about Cajun food and
customs.
Upcoming events include a rafting
trip, cooking class, wine tasting,
coffee tasting,
We appreciate all those members
who have paid their dues. It's not too
late to pay your 2009 dues. Instructions on www.americansociety.org.br
See you soon!

ST. ANDREW SOCIETY
Next event: “Haggis na Brasa”
The next Homecoming Year event of
the season celebrating
the 250 year anniversary of the birth of
Robert Burns will be
a departure from
the usual traditional
Burns supper format.
Instead, we’ll be hosting a rollicking
Robert Burns
birthday party with
music and dancing for everyone, in
the way we know our beloved Rabbie
would have approved, on Saturday
21st March – 07:30 pm. Naturally, of
course, we’ll be toasting the birthday

boy in suitable style with kilts,
bagpipes and Rabbie’s own favourite
tipple, whisky. After all, it’s not every
birthday you get to blow out 250
candles stuck into the horny hide of
a haggis! If the sight of haggis and
neeps makes you feel a bit
squeamish, don’t worry. You’ll still
be able to make a pig of yourself on
the finest churrasco south of the
equator (according to Suzan).
The rustic setting is hidden away just
after Freeway, off the Avenida das
Americas, and is the ideal spot for a
night like this. Success speaks for
itself, as everyone who went to last
year’s barbecue and beans in the
same venue will tell you. The St.
Andrew Society has a long history of
enjoyable events because we enjoy
helping you enjoy yourselves.
Contact Suzan at suzancarter@
globo.com and make your reservation.
It’s R$45.00 for members and
R$50.00 for guests, with a cash bar.
Try to sport a bit of tartan for a
laugh, but don’t bother to dress up.
Casual kilts the order of the day for
those who possess them.
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the
Society will be held at the Paissandu
Club at 7.30pm on Tuesday March
24th. Once again we are appealing
for volunteers to join the committee.
We understand that there may be a
tendency out there to view us as a bit
of a “clique”, but rest assured that
the doors of the St Andrew Society
are open to everyone who either has
or would like to develop an affinity
with assuntos escoceses. Come along to
the AGM. Criticise us and bombard
us with your ideas to improve the
quality of the Society. We need an
injection of fresh blood. Fortunately,
with help from our colleagues living
in Macae we have overcome the
financial difficulty in which we
found ourselves a couple of years
ago. 2009 may turn out to be a
depressing year for some, but for the
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Scottish diaspora it’s the Year of the
Homecoming to commemorate the
250th anniversary of our great poet
and social champion, Robert Burns,
and an important milestone in
Scotland’s road to a brighter future.
Check www.thegathering2009.co.uk
Golf: SAS x MOGA Teresopolis
Golf Club
It may be debatable whether golf was
invented in Scotland or not, but it
has certainly been played on a
regular basis by this Society for
almost a hundred years, as our
magnificent Quaich trophy can
testify. In recent years we have
created a new tradition with the
annual SAS x MOGA tournament. It
is the Society’s turn to play host to
the Macae Oilmen this year and
Robin Brown is waiting for a date
from the Club. It is intended to be
held either late in April or early in
May. The Teresopolis clubhouse set
among tall trees in the Serrana
highlands is an ideal venue for a
Scottish flavoured social gathering
in the evening, in keeping with the
sentiments of the Homecoming
Year, and we expect to have an
excellent turnout. We’ll return with
more details of this important new
addition to the Society’s calendar.

ROYAL BRITISH
LEGION (RBL)
AGM
The AGM of the Rio branch of the
Royal British Legion was held in the
Paissandu Club, on 17th February
2009.
A good number of Legion members
were present to hear Chairman
Charles Beney report on the last
year, which has been very successful
for the branch, particularly in
financial terms. The 2008 Dinner
Dance raised a record amount for
the Legion, as did the Poppy Appeal.
RBL President John Mason gave an
account of the ceremonial activities
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in which the Legion has been
involved and Treasurer Bridget
Novaes explained the branch
accounts. Both John and Charles
thanked the 2008 committee for
their support and dedication to the
needs of ex-servicemen and their
families; and Patrick Hamilton-Hill
proposed a vote of thanks to Charles
for his hard work and commitment
as Chairman.
Elections were then held for the
2009 committee. The following were
elected:
President – John Mason
Chairman – Margo Black
Standard Bearer – Ron Lees
Treasurer – Bridget Novaes
Secretary – Steve Carnt
Welfare – David Weller
Members:
Audrey Mason MBE
Patrick Hamilton-Hill

practical support to those who are
eligible. For more information, please
contact David Weller on 2539-9488.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Travel tip meeting
Please join us at the Travel tip
meeting on Sunday 8th March. We
will meet at the Germania at noon for
a buffet /A La Carte lunch or drinks,
Rua Antenor Rangel, Gávea. We are
a fun group and enjoy travelling and
make new friends, exchange
valuable addresses and information
on Brazil and South America,
helping especially the New Arrivals.
Last year we went to Argentina,
Patagonia, Fernando de Noronha,
Bahia, Foz do Iguaçu and Peru...
Families with children are VERY
welcome. RSVP for more information call Sigrid at 2274-5166 -after 14:00 leave a message, or send
an e-mail: sigridpernidji@globo.com

Old Photos
Trip to Buenos Aires
Coming up: Around 11-14th March,
3 nights or more
Our traditional trip to Buenos Aires
for a very reasonable price, very
good Hotel centrally located,
historical City tour, transfers, etc…
Information with Sigrid at 22745166. sigridpernidji@globo.com

Construction of Clube de Regatas do Flamengo,
Lagoa, 1973

The Rio branch has recently
received a number of interesting
photographs from the estate of a
deceased member. These include
pictures of wartime London; of
Buenos Aires and various places in
Uruguay in the 1940s and 1950s;
pictures of Rio since the 1950s;
family photographs, many of which
came originally from Killarney in
Ireland; and pictures of Dakar in
Senegal in the middle of the 20th
century.
If anyone has an interest in these
photos, please contact:
Lucy Beney (lucybeney@yahoo.co.uk or
Tel: 2480-7289)
Can the RBL help you?
If you have served as a member of
the British armed forces at any time,
or you are a dependant of someone
who has, you may be entitled to
assistance from the Royal British
Legion, should you need it. The
RBL can offer financial and

InC is organising two tours in March,
both dedicated to landscape designer,
artist and painter Burle Marx. Brazil
is celebrating the 100th anniversary
of his birth.
Museum visit on Wednesday 18th
March, 12pm at Paco Imperial in
Centro. Charity contribution R$ 10.
Optional lunch to follow. Contact
Beatrice at beatrice.labonne@gmail.com
On Thursday 26th March, departure
from Leblon at 10.30 am and from
Barra at 11am. We will go by private
bus to visit Burle Marx's lush estate
in Guaratiba. According to the
number of participants the tour
(transport and entry fee) will cost
anything between R$ 30 and 40.
Snacks afterwards (to be paid
individually) at the lovely restaurant
Bira in Guaratiba. A R$ 10 deposit is
required to reserve a seat on this
tour. Maximum number of participants 30, minimum 23. Deposit will
be refund if the tour has to be
cancelled. Return programmed for
around 5.30pm. Contact Beatrice at
beatrice.labonne@gmail.com

WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION
By the time you receive this month’s
edition of The Umbrella, the WDA
ladies will have returned to their
activities, full of enthusiasm and
ready to face the challenges of 2009.
Once again, our target for the year is
to surpass the total amount of profit
made in 2008. For us to achieve this,
a lot of hard work and dedication will
be required in order to ensure
maximum return from our annual
Jumble Sale and the Christmas
Bazaar. Besides these two events we
rely very much on the sales of our
marmalades, pickles and chutneys.
These products alone are responsible
for a large portion of the total
proceeds.
As you are aware, this year due to
matters beyond our control, we shall
not be producing the Christmas
crackers. We are, however, trying to
come up with a suitable alternative to
make up for the loss of this very
popular item. We are working on one
or two ideas, but if you have any
thoughts on the matter, we shall be
delighted to hear from you either by
phone 3396-8498 to Olive Arantes or
email at olivearantes@terra.com.br.
Jumble Sale in July: Donations for
this event are received all the year
round. We are looking for household
items including ornaments, clothes,
shoes, handbags, toys, jigsaw puzzles,
etc. Deliveries can be made any day
during the week to Karine, secretary,
Christ Church, telephone 2226-7332,
from 11am-2pm, or to the BCS
secretary, Gaynor, telephone 25376695 from 8.30am-4.30 pm. Please
remember that when the school
finishes, cars are not allowed into the
grounds from 2-3.30 pm.

New supplies of marmalades, pickles
and chutneys should be available
around the middle of March. These
products can be purchased any day
during the week within office hours
and especially on Tuesday mornings,
or on Sunday after the Church
service. If you could pass the word
around to your friends and
neighbours advising them that these
products are available at very
reasonable prices, this would be most
helpful. One of our aims this year is
to increase the sales of these
products.
Just for your information, a few
Christmas cakes and Christmas
puddings are still available. Don’t
forget… the more mature the cakes
the better they taste, and the
puddings can be kept in the fridge –
it is very nice when the weather cools
down to have some hot Christmas
pudding with ice cream. Thank you
all for your continued support.

NEW PLAYERS
The New Players have been busy
casting the three short plays by
Michael Frayn which will be
performed in June. Each play has
two men and two women, so a total of
12 actors, veterans and novices, will
be working hard under the direction
of Jakki Saysell and Michael Royster
for the next few months. The three
plays, Alarms, Doubles and Immobiles,
come from a set of eight plays
originally performed together under
the name of Alarms and Excursions,
and the theme of modern
technology (and its pitfalls!), recurs
in all of them.
The group will be looking for further
help in the coming months, with
offstage contributions in the area of
publicity, props, set design and
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décor, etc. Please get in touch if you
would like to join in what promises to
be a fun-filled few months producing
these
comic
gems.
Contact
<newplayers@britishschool.g12.br> or
Jakki Saysell at 2543-5519.

NEWS FROM THE
SCHOOLS
OLM
The second semester of 2008-2009
academic year at OLM began on 2nd
February, 2009, with new students
coming from the USA, England,
Brazil, Mexico and more countries.
Beginning this semester, we will have
a new laptop computer laboratory
for the 2nd through the 6th grades.
This semester we are receiving three
student teachers from the College of
Education of Bowling Green State
University. We have maintained this
program for over twenty five years.
Among other events, in March, we
have 30 students going to New York
City to participate in the Model
United Nations (MUN). This will be
our second participation in the MUN
New York.
The International Festival will take place at OLM on 4th March at 4 p.m.
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Prince of Wales and The
Duchess of Cornwall to
tour South America

Brit. Consulate

The Prince of Wales and The
Duchess of Cornwall will visit Chile,
Brazil and Ecuador from Sunday 8th
March to Tuesday 17th March 2009.
Their Royal Highnesses' visit to Chile
will focus on the key issues of
environmental sustainability and
climate change, as well as the wider
bilateral relationship between the
two countries, including military ties.
Protecting the environment will also
feature prominently during Their
Royal Highnesses' visit to Brazil,
especially the problem of tropical
deforestation. Youth opportunities
and entrepreneurship will also be
themes of a four-day visit that will
include engagements in Brasilia, Rio
de Janeiro and the Amazon and
which will aim to strengthen the
United Kingdom's relationship with
an increasingly important political

and trading partner in the region.
In both Chile and Brazil, The Prince
of Wales will convene meetings at the
request of the British Government to
help harness the expertise of the
business community in building
partnerships with the public sector in
the fight against climate change. The
visit to Ecuador will see a further
focus on climate change and
sustainable development. During
their stay in Ecuador The Prince and
The Duchess will make their first ever
trip to the Galapagos Islands to learn
about the outstanding research being
done to protect this unique
biosphere which serves as an
indicator
for
wider
global
environmental trends. The visit will
also mark the 200th anniversary of
the birth of Charles Darwin and the
50th anniversary of the Galapagos
National Park.
The Price of Wales has visited Brazil
three times; in 2002, 1991, and 1978.

Prince Charles and Duchess Camilla

The Prince has never visited Chile or
Ecuador, and the Duchess of
Cornwall has not visited South
America officially.

Advertise in The Umbrella! Call the BCS office for information: 2537-6695
For Umbrella ads prices access www.bcsrio.org.br
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An innovative view.
Tailor-made services.

AUDIT
TAX

KPMG responds to its clients’ complex
and challenging enviroments using
multi-disciplinary teams to deliver tailor-made
services, based on local industry knowledge.
In Brazil, we have approximately 2,400
professionals working from 16 offices in
14 cities located in eleven States and the
Federal District, providing services of

ADVISORY
Financial Services
Risk Management
Human Resources Advisory Services
KPMG in Brazil: transforming knowledge
into value for the benefit of our clients,
our people and the capital markets.
kpmg.com.br
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Union
Church
Of Rio de Janeiro
Non-Denominational Contemporary
Sunday Worship in English 10:AM
For map: www.unionchurchrio.com
3325-8601 Pr. Lucas Ribeiro

CHRIST CHURCH

bird must have been terrified as the smell
of fire and smoke came close. She could
have flown to safety, but chose instead to
protect her two chicks. Her death
enabled them to live.

CARNIVAL SEASON
DAVID WELLER
Dear All,
Last night I watched on TV the scenes
of devastation from Australia as bush
fires took their terrible toll. There were
reports of whole communities, homes,
businesses and animals being wiped
out. Even a short report about how a
koala bear had found comfort and safety in a bucket of water, couldn’t disguise the sadness and the horror of the
events. Credit must be given to the
magnificent fire and support services
who seemed to have worked for days
without a break under the most ferocious of conditions.

Those powerful images reminded me of a
report I read in the National Geographic
magazine about fifteen years ago. It was
an article describing the aftermath of the
fires that had ravaged parts of the state of
California. In the blackened forest that
remained a Fire Ranger found the dead
remains of a female American Osprey
that had nestled for safety in the fold of
two branches. It’s little body was still
upright, but clearly smoke rather than
fire had done its worst. But to his complete and utter astonishment and amazement the Ranger found nestled underneath the dead mother’s wings two starving but alive baby chicks. The mother

On one level this is a story that might
simply cause us to thank God for His
amazing creation. But surely there lies
within it a deeper meaning as well. As
Good Friday and its events beckon,
Christians in every corner of the world
will remember how Jesus died a terrifying
and horrible death, as He became the
bearer and the taker of the sins of
humankind. In His dying a guilty world
was given a new life, and the chance to
start again. In a world of bad news, that’s
the Good News.
I wish you and all those you love every
blessing,
Yours ever,
Rev. David

Christ Church Thursday Discussion Group - March 2009
All are welcome to come along to the discussion group. If you have a little or a lot of knowledge of the
Bible, and want to discover how God’s Word helps us today, give us a try in 2009. Get to know other
English speaking folk living the ex-pat life and explore Christianity at the same time.
Our meetings alternate between Zona Sul and Barra/Recreio, on Thursday mornings, from 9.30-11.00 a.m..
5th March
Influences in our childhood
Meeting in Barra/Recreio
12th March
Children make up their own mind about Jesus
Meeting in Zona Sul – in the vicarage at Christ Church
19th March
Children make up their own mind about Jesus
Meeting in Barra/Recreio
26th March
Easter – chocolate and rabbits?
Meeting in Zona Sul – in the vicarage at Christ Church
If you would like to receive more details please contact Rev. Sue Weller, tel. 2539 9488 or riochaplain@gmail.com
DRIVING LICENCES
(Carteira Nacional de Habilitação)
Don't let your Brazilian licence expire. There's a big fine,
and you'll have to take the test all over again.
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Katharina Germershausen
We branch out in a new direction this
month and add a truly international
dimension to The Umbrella –
appropriately enough, our interviewee
is Katharina Germershausen, the
new President of the InC.

The InC still greets newcomers and helps
them to settle in Rio; in addition, it
organises
social
events,
from
“cafezinhos” to grand parties, for its
members; and, very importantly, the club
raises significant sums of money for local
charities. Last year was very successful,
with lots of new members and “an
exciting atmosphere” within the club.
Katharina will be very happy to keep up
the momentum in 2009.
Born near Dusseldorf, Katharina is
relatively new to expat life herself,
having lived only in Germany until
her move to Brazil. She is a classical
homeopath – homeopathy uses a
natural system of medicine to treat a
variety of illnesses and chronic
aliments. She is married to Thomas,
and they have two teenaged children,
Robert and Constance.
When did you/your family come to
live in Rio?
We arrived here in October 2006.
What brought you/your family to
Brazil?
My husband, Thomas, is working
for the German steel producer
Thyssen-Krupp. They are building
a huge steel mill in Mangaratiba.
What were your first impressions?
ThyssenKrupp isn’t a classical
expat company, which sends
employers all over the world. I
had never been to South America

Has your family settled here for
good?
I’m torn: I have adjusted to Rio
and feel more or less at home. I’m
sure that when we are leaving I
will miss many things but mostly I
shall miss dearly the many people
who became my friends. But my
home is Germany and we shall
definitely return there.
Is your spouse Brazilian? Where
and how did you meet?
No, he is German as I am.
What is your favourite place in the
city?
Sitting at the beach at Posto 3 in
Barra in the late afternoon,
looking towards Recreio and
watching the “silver sea” – because
the colour of the beach then is
silver and the water looks, at that
time of the day, like molten silver.
Do you samba?
I learned a harmless version ages
ago in Germany – here I tried it
and had fun but I think I’m
missing the special extra joint the
brasileiras seem to have down in
the lower part of their spine. I fear
I will never be good at it.
Beaches or mountains?
Definitely beaches!!!
Where is your favourite place to
eat?
That’s a difficult question. There
are so many great places to eat. I
can’t decide between “Sushi
Leblon” and “Barra Grill”.
Caipirinha or chopp?
Since I don’t like hangovers and
caipirinha usually gives me one if
I drink more than one: chopp!!!
What has changed most in Rio in

the time that you have been here?
In my opinion the traffic has got
much worse since we first arrived
here (and that is only a little over
2 years ago) but on the other
hand, I think the city is steadily
becoming more globalised. More
people speak English or at least a
bit of it…
Can Rio's problems be solved?
If somebody would come along
like the guy who cleaned up Rio at
the beginning of the 20th century,
who built all the big streets and
was responsible for the reduction
of rats and epidemics – [Oswaldo
Cruz – Ed.] – then there may be a
chance. But I wouldn’t know
where to start because the
problems seem endless.

Interview

The InC started life as Rio’s
International Newcomers Club (INC).
Over the years, it has survived and
thrived through the hard work of
expatriates in the city, many of whom
are no longer newcomers. As a result,
the club’s name was changed simply
to the International Club (InC).

before, and my other experiences
were Europe and North America,
so my first impression of Brazil
and Rio was a bit intimidating – I
got something of a culture shock.
Where else have you lived?
Always in Germany.

How long will you stay in Rio?
We don’t know yet for sure but I
assume we’ll be gone around mid2010.
Do you follow closely what goes
on in Europe?
I keep myself informed about
what’s important in the European
Union – but I must confess that I
keep in closer touch which what
goes on in Germany.
Are you an optimist or a
pessimist?
I was born a pessimist but life has
taught me to look at the bright
side of life (I love Monty Python).
What keeps you busy?
These days? My family but
especially my kids, my patients and
the InC.

D O Y O U T H I N K Y O U M I G H T H AV E A D R I N K I N G P RO B L E M ?
AA meetings in English in Rio de Janeiro: SUNDAYS - Copacabana: Av. N. S. de Copacabana, 435/1005 - 6 to 7 pm
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS - Botafogo - Rua Real Grandeza, 99 - 6-7 pm. SATURDAYS - Ipanema - Rua Visconde de Pirajá, 156/610 - 4-5 pm.
Any questions please e-mail bercind@yahoo.com or call Mr Bob N. 21 2557-7098
Serge - (21) 9974 8824 sergebdk@gmail.com
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF BRITS ….. IN CHILE

HENRY ADLER
Charles Darwin was a clever chap, that
we all know. But he was also a very smart
traveller. He chose, for example, to climb
the peak of La Campana, some 50km
inland from Valparaiso in Chile in 1834.
Smart because he went up in the cool of
August which made the 5 hour hike bearable. Smart because he chose a clear
winter’s day so when he got to the top he
could look west and see the blue Pacific
Ocean. Smart because he chose to do the
hike more than a century and a half
before Santiago became a huge, sprawling metropolis of over 5 million people
spewing out pollution and dust to form a
dense smog which envelops the city. So
when Darwin turned around to the east
he saw the clear, snowy ridge of the
Cordillera of the Andes. His journal entry,
later published as “My Journey Around
the World”, says that “we spent the day
on top of the mountain and the time
never seemed to pass more slowly. Chile
was extended at our feet as an immense
panorama limited by the Andes and the
Pacific Ocean”
We hiked the 1828m. peak in early
January. It was a hot, hazy day. The path
soon peters out to become a stone
strewn obstacle course with just a few
flattish stretches between the steep
uphill bits. Luckily there are several
strategically placed streams of clear, cold
water for drinking and to cool your feet.
Just below the top we came to a good
vantage point. We looked west towards
the Pacific or rather in its general direction as a dusty heat haze filled the horizon. Turning east towards the Andes was
even worse. The heat, dust and the notorious Santiago smog all contrived to simply eliminate the Cordillera.
We took some photos of the plaque
erected on the rock face in homage to
Darwin by the Scientific Society of
Valparaiso, the British colony and his
admirers on 17th August 1935 – the 100th
anniversary of his hike.
RAID AND RAMPAGE
Valparaiso always had strong connections
with the British. In 1578 Francis Drake
ransacked it. The English invaded the
place again in the late 19th century in a
much more positive way, helping to set
up the port and its shipping, then the
banks and insurance companies. After a
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some maintenance but “was killed falling
from aloft”!

Arch commemorating the British in Valparaiso

massive earthquake in 1906 Valparaiso
started a long, slow decline. Santiago
became the financial and administrative
centre, new container ports were built
elsewhere and the middle classes moved
to nearby Vina del Mar, a resort and
tourist centre. This had one major benefit – Valparaiso’s historic buildings and
chaotic, jumbled hillsides were left relatively untouched with few new buildings.
There are still some traces of the Brits –
a luxury condominium of apartments on
Cerro Alegre used to be the “English Girls
College” and there’s a Memorial Arch to
the British colony, reminiscent of a small
scale Arc de Triomphe, set in a garden
near the business area.
Brits have also left their mark further
north. Some 400km up the coast are the
adjacent towns of Coquimbo and La
Serena. The English pirate, Bartholemeu
Sharpe, raided and sacked La Serena
back in 1680. Coquimbo is a major port
built round a headland on the same bay.
It still has a “Barrio Ingles” where the
English port operators, shipping people
and those connected with the local copper mines in the 2nd half of the 19th century built their wooden mansions. These
are now being restored and turned into
hotels, guesthouses, bars and restaurants. Then there’s the British Cemetery,
dating from 1860. Full of graves of not
just the British, but also Germans,
Americans and visiting sailors of various
nationalities who happened to die there.
One poor fellow, according to his gravestone, was sent up the main mast to do

Nowadays, Coquimbo is even more cosmopolitan – the King of Morocco has
financed a huge mosque cum cultural
centre on a small hill strategically overlooking the bay. Not to be outdone, and
taking advantage of the Millenium enthusiasm, the then Mayor had an 83m monumental viewing platform built high up
on a ridge on the headland in the shape
of a cross, with a museum to the
Catholic hierarchy to justify the expense.
You can choose between the competing
“Christian” and “Muslim” monuments.
There are even some Jewish remains.
They, amazingly, are found in the English
cemetery! Apparently their community
was never substantial enough to have its
own, so they were buried in a specially
consecrated part of the English cemetery.
They appear to have been of English,
German, Eastern European and, later,
Chilean origin.
If that’s not sufficiently cosmopolitan
there’s one of Eiffel’s “do it yourself ”
cast iron churches. It was shipped out in
the late 1800’s and then put together like
a giant Meccano set on site.
STARGAZING
Another 150kms north is the ESO
(European Southern Observatory) at La
Silla. British astronomers are among
those from the 10 nation ESO organization which built and runs the observatory. We were given a 3 hour guided tour
of the whole complex by a Chilean
astronomer who’d studied and worked in
England. It’s literally a different world. If
you thought, like us, that astronomers
spend all their time peering through their
telescopes, then you’ll be surprised to
see that they’re not allowed anywhere
near the huge optical telescopes and
mirror arrays nor the radio telescopes,
that’s handled by the engineers and
technicians. They spend all their time at
the Computing centre seeing the results
come in from the instruments. There’s
only one drawback to the near-idyllic life
of an astronomer – no booze allowed on
site. Anyone caught with alcohol or
drinking it is expelled.

It's Oscar season again, and by the time
you read this you will probably already
know which average film has won big,
which deserving production has gone
home empty-handed, and which star
has tearfully blubbered their way
through their acceptance speech. A
good by-product of The Academy
Awards is the abundance of mostly
worthwhile
nominees
currently
showing in cinemas in Rio.

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE
Not sure what all the fuss is about with
Slumdog Millionaire, the rags to riches
tale of a Mumbai street boy who tries to
win the Indian Who Wants To Be a
Millionaire? The story is as superficial as
a soap opera, and plotting becomes
increasingly muddled and flimsy as the
film progresses. Director Danny Boyle
(Trainspotting) tries to juggle flashbacks, romance and social commentary, in a race against the clock plot
which is just about held together for
the unexpected finale you knew was
coming all along. It is gripping, but
only as much as an episode of Who
Wants To Be A Milllionaire? is a gripping
TV show, no more than that. Slumdog
Millionaire is most successful in its
depictions of India, which are stunning
throughout, but the film fails to live
up to the massive hype that has
surrounded it.
THE WRESTLER (O LUTADOR)
Hollywood loves a good comeback and
if you're Mickey Rourke you probably
do too. As Oscar favourite, he gives a

Film Reviews

FROST/NIXON
Frost/Nixon is a boxing film. Except it
doesn't have gloves, a ring, or even a
spit-bucket.
It
does
have
a
"heavyweight" going for one last
redemptive fight (Ex President
Richard Nixon) against a younger
"underdog" looking to prove
everybody wrong (British TV presenter
David Frost). A highly entertaining
battle of wits ensues as David Frost tries
to out-manoeuver Nixon, during a
series of TV interviews, into accepting
responsibility for the Watergate
scandals and the corruption of his
office. In a couple of first-class
performances by the leads, at first
Nixon (Frank Langella) bombards
Frost (Michael Sheen) with avoidance
techniques and successfully outmanoeuvers his challenger on each
topic. Excellent screenplay from Peter
Morgan (The Queen) builds the tension
well, and by the time we get to the end
it seems that all is lost, but can Frost
secure that knockout punch in the
final round?

FrosT/niXon

slumdog millionare

The WresTler

touching performance as Randy "the
Ram" Robinson in Darren Aronovsky's
The Wrestler (O Lutador). A washed up
star of the sport, Randy takes bouts to
pay the rent, tries to settle down for
good with hooker-with-a-heart Marisa
Tomei and re-connect with his
estranged daughter. And still he keeps
alive the chance for one last showdown
in the ring, despite having a bum heart
that might just give out at any moment.
Rourke, a forgotten star from the 80's,
is perfect in the role that bitterly
mirrors his real life fall from stardom,
subsequent unsuccessful boxing

career, and resulting botched plastic
surgery attempts. It’s hard to take your
eyes off his craggy mess of a face
throughout, but Rourke gives the
character a wonderful vulnerability
that really works. In addition, the
elegant documentary-style direction
plucks on the heartstrings for its
simplicity and lack of sentimentality.
The fight scenes are visceral and
hilarious, but this is a moving character
piece in which it's hard not to end up
rooting for ol' Randy "The Ram" to get
his life together once and for all.
- Matthew Holden
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PETS’ CORNER
CAT'S NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS

MARGRIT OYENS
margrit.cats@terra.com.br
• My human will never let me eat their pet
hamster, and I am at peace with that.
• I will not slurp fish food from the surface
of the aquarium
• I will not eat large numbers of assorted
bugs, then come home and throw them up
so the humans can see that I'm getting
plenty of roughage.
• I will not lean way over to drink out of
the tub, fall in, and then pelt right for the
box of clumping cat litter. (It took FOREVER
to get the stuff out of my fur.)
• I will not use the bathtub to store live
mice for late-night snacks.
• We will not play "Herd of Thundering
Wildebeests Stampeding Across the Plains
of the Serengeti" over any humans' bed
while they're trying to sleep.
• I cannot leap through closed windows to
catch birds outside. If I forget this and bonk
my head on the window and fall behind the

couch in my attempt, I will not get up and
do the same thing again.
• I will not assume the patio door is open
when I race outside to chase leaves.
• I will not stick my paw into any container to see if there is something in it. If I do,
I will not hiss and scratch when my human
has to shave me to get the rubber cement
out of my fur.
• If I bite the cactus, it will bite back.
• When it rains, it will be raining on all
sides of the house. It is not necessary to
check every door.
• I will not play "dead cat on the stairs"
while people are trying to bring in groceries
or laundry, or else one of these days, it will
really come true.
• When the humans play darts, I will not
leap into the air and attempt to catch them.
• When my human is typing at the computer, their forearms are *not* a hammock.

Don’t Drink and Drive

Don’t Drive if you Drink

JB Taxi -Tel: 2501-3026
Ouro Táxi - 2106-7777
Central Taxi -Tel: 2195-1000
Keep this card in your wallet for easy reference
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• I will not swat my human's head repeatedly when they are on the family room
floor trying to do sit ups.
• Computer and TV screens do not exist to
backlight my lovely tail.
• I will not puff my entire body to twice its
size for no reason after my human has
watched a horror movie.
• I will not stand on the bathroom counter, stare down the hall, and growl at NOTHING after my human has watched the XFiles.
• I will not drag dirty socks onto the bed
at night and then yell at the top of my
lungs so that my humans can admire my
"kill."
• I will not perch on my human's chest in
the middle of the night and stare until they
wake up.
• I will not walk on the key board when my
human is writing important adagfsg gdjag ;ln.
• If I must claw my human I will not do it
in such a way that the scars resemble a
botched suicide attempt.
• If I must give a present to my human
guests, my toy mouse is much more socially acceptable than a big live bug, even if it
isn't as tasty.

LADIES PROFESSIONAL
GOLF ASSOCIATION
BRASIL CUP 2009

On the last weekend of February, 2325th, the LPGA tournament was held
in Rio at the Itanhangá Golf Club. This
was the first time the LPGA had ever
been played in South America, so quite
an honour for Rio.
The temperature was very high, even
though there was some rain on the
Saturday. On Sunday it was sunny and
very hot with the temperature soaring
to 36 degrees Celsius. Despite this, the
oldest participant in the tournament,
39-year-old Scotswoman Catriona
Matthew, who happened to also be five
months pregnant with her second
child, won by an easy margin.
There were participants from many
countries: six from USA, two from
South Korea, two from Sweden, one
from Scotland, one from England and
three Brazilians. Between them those
golfers have won US$ 31.9 million in
prizes in their careers so far! The only
Amateur on the field, specially invited,
was Brazilian Patricia Carvalho, Brazil's
best amateur player, from the South.

The prize money was one of the
highest ever in Brazil, US$500,000
sponsored mainly by HSBC. Catriona
won US$100,000 and the amount
gradually reduced down, but even the
girl who came last won US$14,000.
Catriona also received a very nice cup,
and Rolex (another of the sponsors)
gave her a beautiful watch. She gave a
nice speech to round off her successful
visit to Brazil.
The tournament was followed by a
large crowd, many of whom are
members of our Societies.
– Mary Crawshaw

WHERE HAVE ALL THE
PLAYERS GONE?
The British in Rio have a long history
of sports. Who brought football
(soccer) to Brazil? Who started the
first sports clubs? Which was the first
cricket club in Brazil and which club
had the first official soccer field in the
country? So how do we stand today
with regard to that very British sport –
Cricket – and for good measure let’s
add another in the same category –
Rugby? Both sports are in the news
now, due to the 6 Nations Rugby
tournament, and the English cricket
tour of the West Indies. We don’t see
much on TV here, though ESPN is
showing some of the rugby, and the
cricket appears on CNN sports news.
You will probably be surprised to learn

that Brazil has both a cricket team and
a rugby team that play internationally.
Brazil belongs to the "ICC Americas
Division 3", which also includes Chile,
Peru, Belize and the Turks & Caicos
Islands. In the 2008 championship
Brazil beat Chile, but the overall
winner was Turks & Caicos! Cricket is
played mainly in São Paulo, Brasilia
and Curitiba, but it is also starting up in
Fortaleza. The Brazil national rugby
union team won the last 3 South
American Championships in division
B, without losing a game; the women’s
7s team won the South American 7s
tournament 4 times in a row; and the
Brazilian Under 18 national team won
the 1st U18 South American
Championship division B in 2008. One
of the competing Rugby clubs is based
in Niteroi, but most of them are in São
Paulo. The flourishing club in Niteroi
known today as Rio Cricket (see photo)
has not had a cricket pitch for years,
being mainly a football club now.

Sports

Winner Catriona Matthew

member of Gavea Golf and Counry
Club where I played with her often.
She won a golf scholarship to Duke
University in the States, and has been a
Golf Pro since 2002, winning many
tournaments, but this was the first time
she has played in Brazil as as a
professional.

And in Rio, where it all started?
What’s the state of play? ZERO, as far
as I can make out. We used to have
teams known individually as Rio Rugby,
Rio Soccer, and Rio Cricket. As far as
I know not one of them is currently
functioning. Please correct me if I’m
wrong, by writing to The Umbrella. Like
our amateur theater, perhaps the
saviour could be The British School.
Schools are traditionally where the
seeds are planted for future
champions. Maybe one day soon we’ll
see rugby goalposts rising in Barra,
and hear the click of maple on leather.
Meanwhile, if you are a keen
sportsman or woman, please email The
Umbrella at the.umbrella@terra.com.br and
let’s get sport moving again in Rio
among both expats and Brazilians.
-- Chris Hieatt

Angela Parks, who was born in Foz de
Iguaçu, Paraná of a Korean mother
and American father, moved to the
States at the age of 8 years, where she
fell in love with the game of golf. She
has since always been among the ten
top women golfers in the States, and
was tipped to be the winner here in
Rio. Catriona was always way in front,
but Angela was a good second until the
last three holes, when nerves or the
heat must have got at her and she
made many fatal mistakes, bringing her
position down.
I met the third Brazilian, Candida
Hannemann (German father, Brazilian
mother) years ago, when she started to
play golf at the age of ten in Santa Cruz
do Sul in the south. Soon after her
family moved to Rio, and she became a

Rio Cricket & Athletic Association Niteroi before 1908
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Classified ads
SERVICES
BRItISh CoNSuLatE GENERaL, RIo DE JaNEIRo - ENTRY CLEARANCE OFFICER
IMMIGRATION LIAISON & ENTRY CLEARANCE OFFICER. APPLICANTS ARE INVITED
FOR THE ABOVE POSITIONS. CANDIDATES MUST BE CITIzENS OF UNITED
KINGDOM, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, NEW zEALAND OR USA. DETAILS AVAILABLE:
WWW.UKINBRAzIL.FCO.GOV.UK. DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: 16:00 ON 13
MARCH 2009

Peter volunteered for the RNVR, and served in the
Atlantic, Mediterranean and Pacific as a Lieutenant
Radar Officer. After the war he earned an Honour’s
Degree in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering from
University College London. After working briefly for
General Electric, Peter accepted a contract with Light
and arrived in Brazil in 1951. He worked there for the
rest of his career, rising to be Director/Manager of the
Divisão de Oficinas Gerais - Triagem, responsible for
construction, repairs and maintenance of heavy industrial equipment.
On 16th April 1955, at Christ Church, Peter married
Frances Margaret (Peggy) Colley, daughter of Bernard
Jonathan Colley, a British resident of Rio and Anna
Margarida Fontoura Xavier Colley. Peter and Peggy celebrated their golden wedding anniversary at Christ
Church in April 2005.
The Chaplain, Rev. David Weller, officiated with Rev.
Susan Weller at Peter’s funeral. Peggy, their son
Bernard and daughter Anna Christina, were together at
a ceremony after the 15th February service at Christ
Church, on which occasion Peter's ashes were buried in
the rose garden near the cloisters.
[For a more complete obituary and photo, go to the
BCS website <www.bcsrio.org.br> then click on News
and Photos/Latest News.]

DEADLINE for our March 2009 Edition is
WEDNESDAY, MARCH

23

(2nd-to-last Monday of the month)
Please send your articles – letters – ads
as soon as possible. Thank you
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APRIL
03 BCS Beatles Night 20:00
07 InC New Member's Gathering 10:00
07 BCS AGM & Elections 18:30
09 InC Deadline for submission to Echo
12 Easter Sunday
20-24 TBS Half Term Break (school closed)
MAY
16 TBS Mummy’s Day at Botafogo Site
23 TBS Founder’s Day Fête at Barra Unit
30 TBS Mummy’s Day at Barra Unit
JUNE
03 BCS Queen’s Birthday Party
18-20 New Players production
25 TBS Festa Junina Lower Primary (Barra
Unit and Botafogo Site)
26 TBS Festa Junina Upper Primary & Lower
Senior (Barra Unit and Botafogo Site)
27 TBS Festa Junina (Urca Site)

Calendar

PEtER thomaS PuLLEIN BRowN
b.29th April 1925 – d.3rd February 2009

MARCH
03 WDA meeting
03 InC New Member's Gathering 10:00
04 OLM International Festival 16:00
09 InC Deadline for submission to Echo
13 BCS Commonwealth Celebration 19:30
27 InC General Meeting 10:30

JULY
03 TBS Last day of Term 1

Societies INFO
The British & Commonwealth Society of Rio de Janeiro - Rua
Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo, 22281-030. Secretary: Gaynor
Smith. Office hours: Mon to Fri from 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Tel: 2537-6695 - Fax: 2538-0564 - bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br www.bcsrio.org.br
The American Society of Rio de Janeiro Membership: membership@americansociety.org.br
President: president@americansociety.org.br
www.americansociety.org.br
International Club of Rio de Janeiro - General Inquiries:
inquiries@incrio.org.br - President: president@incrio.org.br
www.incrio.org.br
The British School - BOTAFOGO: Rua Real Grandeza 87, 22281030. Tel: 2539-2717, Fax: 2266-5040 URCA: Av. Pasteur 429,
22290-240, Tel: 2543-5519, Fax: 2543-4719. BARRA: Rua Mário
Autuori 100, 22793-270, Tel: 3329-2854 - http://www.britishschool.g12.br
Emails: edu@britishschool.g12.br and admissions@britishschool.g12.br
The American School - Estrada da Gávea 132, Gávea,
Tel: 2512-9830 - www.earj.com.br - admission@earj.com.br
Our Lady of Mercy School - Catholic American School in
Botafogo - Rua Visconde de Caravelas 48, Botafogo Tel: 2266-8282 / 2266-8250 / 2266-8258 - www.olmrio.org
The St Andrew Society - Rua Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo,
22281-030 - President: Jimmy Frew - Tel: 2586-3413
jhf@gearbulk.com - www.standrewrio.com.br
The Royal British Legion - www.britishlegion.org.uk www.bcsrio.org.br/activities/rbl.asp

